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Reportage 

120 th Victory of Adwa  and Thank You dinner night celebration  

March 12, 2016, Dallas TX 

ፈላማይ  ናይ የቐንየልና ድራር ምሸት ማልዓኸን ፅንብል መበል 120 ዓወት ዓድዋን ብድምቀት   ኣብ ዳላስ ተኸቢሩ:: 

ዓወት ዓድዋ ንልምዓት ብዝምቹ ኣካይዳ ዓመት ዓመት እናኽበርና : ማለት ዝተረኽበ እቶትት ንዓድዋን ኸባቢኣን ልምዓት 

ብምውዓል ብሓድ ወንጭፍ ኽልተ የዕዋፍ ኸምዝብሃል  ስራሕ ምስራሕ ንASDA  ኣገዳሲ እዩ:: 

Celebrating 120
th

 of victory of Adwa and a Thank You  dinner night to donors who helped Adwa 

Hospital  was taken place on March 12, 2016 at Dallas Texas. The first ASDA Thank You  

dinner and live music night was made possible with the help of volunteers and donors . Every 

discussion in preparation for the ceremony was made through teleconference .The participants 

were ASDA members and supporters of developmental activities. More than ten gentlemen took 

full responsibility contributing money to purchase beers, wine, water, whisky…and similarly , 

around fifteen  ladies covered all the costs of  the delicious Ethiopian cuisine. Others paid the 

expenses necessary for security officers and decoration. Likewise other volunteers provided 

transpiration services from-to Airport(Gebrekiros, Zereay, Hinsta, Fessehaye….). Aiga forum 

posted the announcement for long time. Volunteers posted the flyers and posters throughout 

Dallas(Hinsta, Yohanes, Fisseha K., Fessehaye).. More than 18 individuals took responsibilities 

to sell admission tickets. It was a great team work.  እንዃዕ ናትና ኾኑም -ኾንክን ዘብል ስራሕ ተስሪሑ ብደቂ 

ዳላስ ቴክሳስን ኦክላሆማ ብጠቕላላ ካብ ርሑቕን ቀረባን ብዝመፁ ወገናት፥ ብገንዘቦም ስፖንሰር ብምዃን ዝተፈላለየ ወፃኢ 

ብምሽፋን: ግዜኦም ጉልበቶም ንህዝብና ረብሓ ዘውዓሉ ምስጋና  ይብፀሓዮም፥፥  ኣብ ትራንስፖርት :ማስታወቅያ ምልጣፍን 



ትኬት ምሻጥን   ንፀጥታ ንመስተን መግብን ስፖንሰር ምዃን   ዓቢ ሓገዝ ተገይሩ :: ንሽም  ኹሉ ተሳታፋይ ምግላፅ 

ኣይንኽኣል እምበር ብጠቕላላ ዝርዝር ለገስትን ተሳተፍትን ኣብ ማህደር ማ.ል.ዓ.ኸ ይርከብ እዩ:: 

 

The venue of the event was  Africa Affairs Center, Dallas, on  Saturday March 12, 2016 .It  was 

decorated with pictures of  Ethiopian patriots such as Menelik, Taitu, Alula AbaNega, Bashay 

Awualom, Nigus Teklehaimanot, Ras Mikaeil, Balcha Abanefso, Ras Mengesha, un named 

Ethiopian patriots, and many popular patriots, including  Ethiopian flag, USA flag, ASDA logo, 

and colorful balloons. The program should start at 8 Pm but it was started a little bit later የ ኣ በ ሻ  

ቀ ጠሮ… The sales of Admission Tickets and check in at entrance gate  was by  volunteers 

Rachael Heathengton and Engineer Berhan Tesfay in cooperation with Gebregziabher…later the 

hall was full of guests from Dallas-Fortworth areas,  Killeen, Oklahoma, Washington DC, 

Chicago, California, Denver, …….Those who came from .other states were an  inspiration to 

many attendee. The diversity of the guests was colorful-Ethiopians, Africa American, White, 

Spanish, Eritreans…children, youngsters, and adults . It was a family event. Most of the ladies 

were wearing the beautiful traditional Ethiopian dresses.  

The program was started by serving the free dinner , Thanks to the  volunteers such as Degefu, 

Alem, Meaza and others. Among the Hosts , Hadera , kindeya , Fisseha K, are few to mention. 

accompanied by slow Shilela songs, and PowerPoint projections of Ethiopian patriots.   



 

Then after dinner, Mr Tesfay Yikuno introduced the program of the night.  Next was a one 

minute moment of silence to respect our  patriots who sacrificed their precious life for the 

sovereignty of Ethiopia. It was followed by Tr Tilahun Arefayne’s speech about the  Battle of 

Adwa. Even though it is not easy to cover all details, he explained the victory in Amharic by 

mentioning all the core parts of the history. Then followed was a report of ASDA prepared by 

Gebregzabher(treasurer), Fisseha Kassahun(public relation) , and Fessehaye Weldu (chairman) 

was presented by Fessehaye. He explained  the  history of ASDA, the support made to Adwa 

Hospital, with several documents , receipts, pictures of equipment, and explained the 

transparency ASDA tries to practice with a power point presentation. ብዙሕ ሰብ በቲ ዝቐረበ ሪፖርት 

ማሕበር ዓድዋን ኸባቢኣን ኽምዝዓገበ  ብዝተፈላለይ መንገዲ ገሊፁ እዩ፥ ግልፅነት ኣሰራርሓ ማልዓኸ ከም መርኣያ  

ኸምዝኾነት  ብዙሓት ወገናት ሓቢሮም፥፥ 



 

After the above mentioned programs, the live music by Artists 

Melaku(Amharic),Solomon(Tigrigna), and Kibrom ( keyboard) filled the room. Everybody 

joined them on the dance floor. The songs were about patriots, about country, about love. ኽብል 

ኽብል ንዓደየ።።።።ንዓደየ ንዓደየ።።።።።። ዓለምየ ሶራ : ሶራ ሶራ ….Dj Yohannes, Sound system Mr Jim.. 

 



Everyone was having fun sitting around big circle tables. The beverage was served by Assefa, 

Yared,…..and  Nekahiwot, ዝጎደለ የለን ብልዑ ስተዩ ክበሃል ኣምስዩ፥ መስተ ብተመጣጣኒ ዋጋ  ተሸይጡ፥ ምግቢ 

ግን ኸም ምብላዕኻ፥ ብፍላይ ናይፆም  ዝበዝሖ ጥዑም መግቢ ነይሩ:: 

One of the creative part of the celebration was serving coffee and selling Dates . Thanks to our 

sisters anyone could  experience an authentic Ethiopian coffee ceremony and the income was to 

help ASDA,  ኣሓትና ዝመሃዝኦ ቡን እናፍላሕኻ ብዓል ብዓል ክሸትት እናገብራ ምሻጥ ኣየ ውሕልና ዘብል ነይሩ፥።

አቶም መስት ኣብዚሖም ኣፎም እስር ዘበሎም ድማ ልሳኖም የስተኻክለሎም ነይሩ:: The children were selling 

Dates to support ASDA (Nathi, Edena, Fiyona, ….). They did a  great job participating in 

developmental activities at this  very young age. 

፤አቶም ፀቡቕታ ቁልዑ ድማ ጉዳይና እዩ ብምባል  ተምሪ ፤ናዞሩ ክሸጡ ምርኣይ ብጣዕሚ ዘሕብን ተግባር  እዩ::ጉዳይ 

ልምዓት ብዕሸል ዕድሚኦም  ተሳቲፎምሉ።። 

  

 

Thank you certificate was given to some of the donors who helped Adwa Hospital and who 

attended the event . Most of them were exited and appreciated for the recognition and the 

receipts they received right away.  ንዓድዋ ሆስፒታል ዝተፈላልዩ መሳርሒ ሕክምና ንምግዝእንምሕጋዝ 

ኣብዝተገብረ  ናይ ገንዘብ ወፈያ ንዝተሳተፉ ወገናት ናይ ምስግና ምስክር ወረቐት ተዋሂብዎም 



 

 

Another great moment was when the drama about the battle of Adwa was presented by young 

children. The custom, shield and sword guns made from hard carton,….playing it with Amharic 

and English mix was an entertaining and a surprise to the audience. It was evident that they were 

inspired by the Ethiopian patriots when they explained their roles in the play. They got a big 

applause from the audience. The actors were Edna Berhane, Fyona Teklu, Ezra Kihashen, Liya Teklu, 

Feven, Weldu, Nathniel Tesfay, and  Fisseha Kassahun.   ታሪኽ ዓድዋ ብድራማ  ዘቐርቡ ህፅናት ኣብ ኣሜሪካ 

ኾኖም ታሪኾም ንምዕቃብን ንምኹርዓን ዘኽ ኣለ ኣጋጣሚ ኾይኑ ነይሩ፥ ዘርዚሮም ክገልፅዎ ከለው ድማ ዓቢ ሓበን ነይሩ ፥  



 

ዘራፍ ዘራፍ ዘራፍ…..Zeraf, Zeraf, Zeraf,,,,with a background music of chants, Fukera …. 

ASDA has awarded the kids  posters of Adwa and a Thank you certificate 



                                    

The live music was still continuing after every sub programs…everyone had a great time on the 

dance floor. 

 

Next was the Fundraising program to support ASDA . It was  a great donation time. Participants 

have donated from$ 20 to $ 1000 each. With very short period of time  thousands of dollars has 

been donated. The Total donation and other income balance will be explained soon. Or you may 

access it at welsfargo online .ID adwankebabian password adwa1988.  

Visit our website http://adwankebabian.wix.com/adwa-and-surrounding 

ብገንዘብ ወፈያ ዝተገብረ ሓገዝ ዓብይ እዩ ::ኻብ ኩሉ ንላዕሊ ድማ ብዝሓት ወገናት  ብዝተፈላለይ መንገዲ ማለት ዓቑሑ 

ሕክምና ዛኣመሰሉን ኣብምትእልላሽውን ኸምዝሳተፉ  ዘረጋግፅሉ ኣጋጣሚ እዩ ነይሩ  ካብ $20 -$1,000 ዝለገሱ ወገናት 

ነይሮም:: ብርክት ዝበለ ሓገዝ ተወፍዩ ዝርዝዝሩ  ኣብ ቀረባ ክግለፅ እዩ ፥ ኣብ ዌልስ ፋርጎ ባንኪ ኦንይን  ምራኣይውን 

ይከኣል:: 

There was a Lottery program-Laptop, Book of Araya Zerihun, big frame picture of Battle of 

Adwa. And  an auction of picture of Meles Zenawi .ሎቶሪ  ላፕቶፕ: መፅሓፍ ታሪኽ ኣርኣያ  ዘሪሁን : ምስሊ 

ሓርበ ኛታት ዓድዋ   ቐሪቦም: ንዝተዓወቱ ድማ ተዋሂቦም: 

http://adwankebabian.wix.com/adwa-and-surrounding


                     

 

: ጨረታ  ምስሊ መለስ ዜናዊ ኣብ ዓብይ ፍሬም  ብፍስሃ ካሳሁን  ቐሪቡ ብፅቡቕ ንሕንሕ ተሽይጡ:: 

 

One of the guests from California, Enginner Woldai made an inspirational  speech in English  

about the victory of Adwa and how we can use the opportunity for developmental activities 

 

Similarly, Tekeste G/Slassie from Chicago had a supportive speech  to strengthen ASDA’s 

mission and vision. And explained the importance of celebrating the same every year in every 

city. 

New membership form has been distributed , and new membership was encouraging. ምዝገባ 

ሓድሽቲ ኣባላትውን ኸም ዓቢ  ተስፋ ማልዓኸ እዩ፥ እታ ማሕበር ብ ኣመራርሓ ሓይሊሰብን ምስትጥንክር ዝሕሸ ስራሕቲ  

ንኽትገብር የኽእላ እዩ፥፥፥  ወርሓዊ ኽፍሊታ 5 ዶላር እዩ:: 

Brochures about investment opportunities in Adwa  and Surrounding has been distributed 

THINGS TO BE ADDRESSED IN THE FUTURE= 

Due to the  late start,  some programs such as poetry presentation, short videos of Battle 

of Adwa,……were canceled……some couldn’t attend because of fasting season 



and………ዘወፁ መደባት  ዘንጊዕና  ስለዝጀመርናዮም ሓዽሓደ መደባት ክስረዙ ተገዲድና ናኣብነት ግጥሚ 

ምንባብ ።።ዘንግዓኢኻ ሎቶሪ ምሻ…… 

እዋን ፆም ስለዝነበረ ን ብዝተፈላለየ ምኽንያትን ተሳትፎ ዝተወሰኑ ሰባት ቀኒሱ ነይሩ…….. 

Finally, The first event of ASDA ended peacefully about 4 am in the morning 

INCOME/ ኣታዊ / ገና ሒሳብ ኣይተፈፀመን…. 

Preliminary report shows  the  ……….. 

TOTAL INCOME  Sponsorship, donation ,auction, lottery, beverage AROUND       

 $ 13,500 

EXPENSE  of venue, food,musicians, sound system, hotel……ARROUNF $ 6,200. 

NET INCOME ARROUND $ 7,600 

FINNAL REPORT  IS COMING SOON 

Then after, many volunteers cleaned up the hall. The Owner of the venue was really cooperative,  

He handed over the key to ASDA on Saturday( no worries about staying late) 

Next day , Sunday afternoon ,a post-event meeting was  held to evaluate the cons and pros of the 

event, New and current members  discussed on how to expand the goals of ASDA and work with 

other organizations of Adwa and surrounding. 

A committee was established to study the investment options that  members and nonmembers 

could participate in USA.The stronger economically we are,  the better support we can do to our 

community or country as a whole.   ኣብ ኣሜሪካ ዘለዉ ዕድላት ተጠቂምና ኣብ ኢንቨስትመንት ብምስታፍ 

ኢኮኖሚያዊ ዓቕምና ኸነማዕብል ምስንኽእል እዩ ንኸባቢና ዝሓሽ ሓገዝ ከነብርክት ንኽእል ፥ ስለዚ ነዚ ዕድላት ተፅንዕ 

ኾሚቴ ተመስሪታ:: 

March,2016, Dallas Texas, USA 

ASDA,  adwankebabian@gmail.com 

 



 

THE Beer, wine, whiskey.. SALES 

 

The BAR…… እንታይ ክእዘዝ…. 

 



 

THE ADMISSION….ትኬት ኸይሓዝካ ወይከ ተወስ …. 

 

The Beautiful Mothers, volunteers, donors,, ገንዘበን ግዚ ኣን ጉልበተን ኻብዘወፋያ ኣሓትና ተዋሳእቲ ደቀንን 



 

Sweating …ኸም ዓድኻየለን ድላይካ ትኾኖ …..Solomon’s song  

  

ኣቦ ኣስነካው  ኣለምየ ሶራ…… Melaku Masinko…………..Kibrom/Keybord 

For more pictures http://adwankebabian.wix.com/adwa-and-surrounding     then click 

All Documents ናይ ማሕበርና ማህደራት    then click EVENTS folder 

 

http://adwankebabian.wix.com/adwa-and-surrounding
https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B54zGdZClzIGfkVJMFd4TFBIbkJXZGg4QUlIOE52amtFNjVWOGNkejNtZjRmZGtVR1cyX00&usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B54zGdZClzIGfkVJMFd4TFBIbkJXZGg4QUlIOE52amtFNjVWOGNkejNtZjRmZGtVR1cyX00&usp=sharing

